






















Yale® application matched
         performance

Return to Set Tilt Option

Operator Selectable Performance Modes

From tough, short shuttle applications or long runs, 
to ramp usage, Yale’s ERC-VG is built for varied 
applications. Adjustable performance parameters allow 
for customization to the specific needs of the application 
or the operator. The Extended Shift functionality provides 
an excellent balance between battery run time and truck 
productivity. Higher levels of productivity can be obtained 
with the optional Premium Performance Package.

•	 Return to Set Tilt option brings the load to a preset 
position when tilting for easy operation.

•	 Operator Selectable Performance Modes allow 
varying levels of truck performance.

•	 Premium Performance Package option provides 
up to 10-12% increase in travel speed and lift speed.

•	 Rapid Charge option further improves productivity 
by eliminating battery changes.

•	 36, 48 or 80 volt systems provide excellent 
performance.

•	 80 volt control system option for maximum 
performance in long-haul applications.

•	 Extended Shift can be disabled for increased 
productivity levels.

80 Volt Control System OptionAll trucks shown with optional equipment

Yale® environmentally
         trustworthy

Zero Emissions

At Yale, we are developing and producing lift trucks that  
improve efficiency and reduce energy consumption  
for our customers’ operations.

Yale has been a leading producer of zero emission trucks 
for years, and in 2009 we are rolling out a new generation 
of innovative, even more efficient trucks than ever 
before. We are collaborating on next generation energy 
technology to enable a broader group of customers to 
more easily make the switch from internal combustion 
engine trucks to zero emission electric trucks.

Zero emission electric powered lift trucks – 
Yale is one of the largest volume producers of zero 
emissions electric lift trucks in the North American 
market. The company is among the earliest adopters of 
energy efficient AC motor and controller technology. 
Yale’s continued pursuit of improved energy efficiency 
is affirmed by competitive testing which shows that our 
ERC-VG electric rider product offers the best energy 
efficiency (energy used per load moved) of the leading lift 
trucks in its class in North America.

Green innovations – For our electric trucks, Yale has 
introduced a system that recaptures energy into the 
truck during braking. This energy is then reused, lowering 
the overall energy consumption of the truck. Through 
innovative engineering, we reduce non-productive energy 
use throughout the vehicle by means of weight reduction, 
drive train efficiency (patents pending) and hydraulic 
system efficiency. Yale is among the first to use working 
fuel cells in actual applications.

Working Fuel CellsAll trucks shown with optional equipment
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